Kronda Thimesch Embraces the Trump Republican Party In Texas
Thimesch’s record of blind loyalty to the Divisive & Destructive GOP
As Donald Trump has taken over the Republican Party, Kronda Thimesch has doubled
down on her devotion to the divisive and destructive rhetoric, actions and failed policies
Trump brings. Some reasonable Republicans distanced themselves from Trump,
Thimesch worked overtime to advance the Trump agenda -- even winning right-wing
awards for her commitment to the Trump-Republican brand. Now, Thimesch is taking
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her devotion to the Trump agenda to the race for House District 65.
Thimesch’s efforts to prove her Trump-Republican bona-fides is paying off - for her.
Since announcing her run, Thimesch has netted tens of thousands of dollars from
Trump-aligned special interest groups and has lauded the endorsements from some of
Trump’s top Texas allies. They know they can count on Thimesch’s unwavering
commitment to the Trump agenda in Texas. Take a look at her plans:
● War on Affordable Care: Kronda Thimesch calls the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
is “the biggest man made disaster,” in American history. Thimesch and
Trump-Republicans support a repeal of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) which
means she is for eliminating coverage for pre-existing conditions and for blocking
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access to quality, affordable healthcare and prescription drugs.
● Failure to invest in the classroom: While Kronda Timesch served on the
Lewisville ISD School Board, the district budget ballooned by nearly 20 percent.
Under Timesch’s watch, the district invested more in high paid school
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administrators, like the Superintendent, than classroom teachers.
● Extreme view on the issues: Timesch’s commitment to the Trump agenda is
out of step with Denton County families. Timesch has taken tens of thousands of
dollars from right-wing special interest groups dedicated to private school
vouchers. She opposes common-sense protections for the LGBT community and
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opposes abortion even in the case of rape and incest.
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